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Product Data Sheet

Voice

Feature Highlights:
Full-duplex performance—simultaneous
2-way communication
Business quality conferencing anytime
Powerful speaker/3 sensitive mics—
hear and be heard clearly
Easy to install/easy to use

Polycom VoiceStation 100
®

™

Big sound for smaller rooms.

Designed to improve your business communications while
increasing productivity, VoiceStation 100 enables you to conduct
remote meetings that are as natural as speaking face-to-face.
Business quality
If you work in a small to medium-sized
business, chances are that you are
still using low-quality, handset
speakerphones to conduct
important business with coworkers, and even customers.
Handset speakerphones are fine for
listening to voicemail or conducting
short conversations, but usually fail to
maintain natural two-way
Conduct remote meetings...
communication necessary to maximize
productivity and conduct effect business
meetings.
Hear and be heard clearly
VoiceStation 100 is the clear alternative to handset
speakerphones when conducting remote meetings. With
Polycom's full-duplex Acoustic Clarity Technology, VoiceStation
100 enables natural, free-flowing conversation, assuring that
everyone can hear and be heard clearly without the need to raise
your voice or repeat words and phrases.

Polycom's full-duplex audio conferencing systems are found in
more conference rooms, boardrooms, and other meeting areas
than all other types of audio conferencing systems combined.
Now there's a perfect solution for offices and other smaller
meeting areas. VoiceStation 100 by Polycom.
What is full-duplex?
Full-duplex is the ability to communicate in 2 directions
simultaneously so that more than one person can speak at a time.
Half-duplex means that only one person can talk at a time, which
is unnatural in normal free-flowing 2-way communications, like
conference calls. VoiceStation 100's crystal-clear, full-duplex
audio allows both ends to speak at the same time - naturally, just
like in face-to-face conversations!
...as natural as being there!
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Polycom VoiceStation 100
Conference Areas
VoiceStation 100 is ideal for offices and small conference
rooms, accommodating 4 or fewer meeting participants.

Features and Functions
VoiceStation 100 is easy to use, with its familiar telephone
keypad and no-nonsense functions.

Technical Specifications
Keypad

110 Volt Wall Module

Iconic and Alphanumeric

Size

Audio Bandwidth

6.25 in x 2.8 in x 2.25 in

200 to 3500 Hz

(15.9 cm x 7.1 cm x 5.7 cm) (L, W, H)
Weight

Loudspeaker Volume

1.2 lbs (0.54 kg)

Adjustable to 85 dB peak volume
220 Volt Universal Module

Network Interface

Size

Analog PBX or Public Switched
Telephone

Country specific power and telephone adapters

Environmental Requirements

Size

Temperature

9.5 in x 9.25 in x 3.0 in (24.2 cm x

5° to 40° C operating

23.5 cm x 7.6 cm) (L, W, H)

Humidity

Weight

20% to 85%, non-condensing

1.25 lbs (0.57 kg)

2200-06846-013—New Zealand
2200-06846-015—South America, Hong
Kong, Singapore, other ROW
2200-06846-016—Korea
2200-06846-102—United Kingdom

Localisation Capabilities

Console

2200-06846-012—Australia

2200-06846-021—Malaysia

1.30 lbs (0.59 kg)

220-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 25 W

2200-06846-002—Japan

(21.0 cm x 9.1 cm x 5.7 cm) (L, W, H)
Weight

110 VAC, 60 Hz, 25 W or

2200-06846-001—North America, Central
America,South America, Mexico, Taiwan

8.25 in x 3.6 in x 2.25 in

Network Interface
Power Requirements

Part Numbers

2200-06846-107—France
2200-06846-119—Switzerland
2200-06846-120—Germany, Norway, Sweden
2200-06846-122—Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, Italy, Netherlands, other EU Europe
Warranty
One Year
Note: Manufactured with ISO 9002 certified assembly line.
FCC, UL and CSA approved. CE marked (Europe only).

Recommended Room Conditions
Reverberation time
< 0.4 seconds
Noise level
< 48 dBA
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